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Abstract- As of late, we can without much of a stretch watch that animation, comics, and games (ACG) have 

extraordinary yield esteem and market impact on the amusement and digit media adverts. The ACG business is not an 

industry of a solitary nation or locale however a worldwide industry. Not with standing its own income, the subordinate 

results of ACG can stretch out the ACG business to win more business open doors. The ACG business is principally 

showcased towards more youthful individuals, who are the significant clients of informal organization locales. Thus, the 

electronic Word-Of-Mouth (eWOM) on interpersonal, organization destinations frequently turns into a reference premise 

of the youngsters' attitudinal acknowledgment and buy expectation in buying ACG related subsidiary item. In the 

proposed framework, we break down the persuasive variables of positive eWOM's correspondence inspirations that 

influence buyer's acknowledgment on informal community destinations, and apply the uncomplicated decision tree 

algorithm to process the affiliation governs between these compelling components and customer acknowledgment, hoping 

to comprehend the connection between eWOM on interpersonal organization locales and purchaser acknowledgment. 

The consequences of this framework can help the business basic leadership in CRM and promoting of the business of 

ACG related subordinate item. 

Index Terms- Animation, Comics and Games,Data mining,Decision tree,Pokemon  Go,  Purchaser acknowledgment, 

Word-of-Mouth. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Media outlet catches a wide assortment of media to give preoccupations or to entertain shoppers, and it has turned 

out to be one of promising markets in the period of flourishing improvement of advanced union. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers' yearly research on the worldwide amusement and media advertise called attention to that 

the worldwide excitement and media market would be worth around 1.77 trillion USD in 2013 and 2.21 trillion USD 

in 2017.  

We can without much of a stretch watch that animation, comics and games have incredible yield esteem and market 

impact on the excitement and digit media showcase. Take Hollywood for example, a ton of blockbuster motion 

pictures (for instance, ''Iron Man") were adjusted from the acclaimed DC or Marvel funnies in the course of recent 

years. Additionally, the vast majority of the yearly best 10 overall film industry nets were madefrom the motion 

pictures identified with activities or funnies. For instance, the greater  

part of best 10 most elevated netting motion pictures of 2013 accounted by Box Office Mojo were movements or 

adjusted from funnies: ''Frozen", ''Iron Man 3", ''Despicable Me 2",  

''Monster University", ''Man of Steel", and ''Thor: The Dark World", which added up to more than 5.5 billion USD.  

The animation, comics and games industry is not an industry of a solitary nation or area yet a worldwide industry. 

Animation, comics and games regularly have solid connection with each other. For instance, if a comic item is 

famous available, important animations and games will be acquainted with the market soon, or it will even be 

adjusted into a motion picture or TV appear.  

Most games on computer game consoles (for instance, Wii, PlayStation 4, Xbox, et cetera) are identified with the 

well-known animations. Such connection makes it difficult to isolate them in thought. Rather, animation, comics and 

games ought to be viewed as an industry of solid inward cohesiveness. Accordingly, the term ''ACG" is generally 

used to speak to the business of animation, comics and games.  

Informal exchange furnishes potential clients with a reference wellspring of involvement being used to lessen hazard 

and vulnerability. Subsequently, the verbal exchange has turned into an essential wellspring of reference data to 

customers. In this manner, there are two methods of correspondence in the promoting field that can command the 

buy aim, to be specific, publicizing and verbal (WOM).  

Contrasted and different types of broad communications, WOM are an imperative, elective wellspring of data. In the 

present society, life is loaded with different sorts of publicizing data. In any case, relational WOM correspondence is 

a wellspring of data of impressive concern and consideration.  
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The ACG business is basically showcased towards more youthful individuals, who are the significant clients of 

interpersonal organization destinations. The constant improvement and advancement of Internet innovation have 

altogether quickened the death of message among individuals, extended interpersonal organizations amongst 

purchasers, and gave another stage to the gathering of buyer data.  

At the point when WOM is dispersed through electronic media, the subsequent ''electronic WOM" (eWOM) alludes 

to any data shoppers share by means of these media.  

This framework intends to break down the partner effect of positive eWOM on purchasing conduct of buyers of 

ACG-related subsidiary item. We dissect the persuasive elements of eWOM's correspondence inspirations that 

influence buyer acknowledgment on informal community locales, and apply the uncomplicated decision tree 

algorithm to figure the affiliation runs between these powerful factors and customer acknowledgment, hoping to 

comprehend the connection between eWOM on interpersonal, organization destinations and shopper 

acknowledgment, with a specific end goal to help the business basic leadership in CRM and showcasing of the 

business of ACG-related subsidiary item. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Li-Chen Cheng, Li-Min Sun [1]As the overall revenues of 3G versatile system administrators continuously decrease, 

and market rivalry turns out to be progressively escalated, they should create rich and various assortments of pristine 

application administrations to pull in new supporters and hold old ones. Understanding the client's obtaining conduct 

is a key issue in this procedure. The administrator should precisely get a handle on developments in the market in 

view of investigation of the conduct of 3G endorsers. This examination proposes a far reaching client relationship 

administration methodology system to outfit a gainful arrangement to conquer such difficulties. The reliance 

organize shows the connection between voice administrations, information correspondences, message 

administrations, micropayments and excitement. At long last, they have proposed some showcasing suggestions for 

3G framework administrators in light of these fascinating standards. The main constraint is that every one of the 

respondents originated from one portable administrator. In spite of the fact that our examining information originate 

from the greatest versatile administrator in Taiwan, there might be an inspecting predisposition. Second, the 

outcome can't be summed up to decipher the practices of all cell phone clients. The limit sum every month for the 

esteem fragments ought to be balanced progressively for the dissecting the practices of adopters of homogeneous or 

heterogeneous 3G applications and administrations for watching long and here and now clients. Third, clients' 

statistic information, for example, sex and age, may influence the selection of new administrations as well. In any 

case, the example information do exclude the clients' statistic data to safeguard individual security. 

Yi-tsun Lin [2] With progresses in present day innovation, the Internet populace has expanded step by step 

universally. For youthful clients who consider comfort and speed as essentials, web based shopping has turned into 

another kind of utilization. Likewise, business-to-client (B2C) home conveyance markets have come to fruition 

steadily, on the grounds that virtual stores have risen and created, e.g. mail-arrange, TV advertising, web based 

business. To coordinate the above explanations, this current framework consolidates web based shopping and home 

conveyance, and endeavors to utilize affiliation tenets to decide obscure packaging of crisp items and non-new items 

in a hypermarket. Clients are then partitioned up in groups by bunching examination, and the list is configuration in 

light of each of the bunch's utilization inclinations.  

V. Somaraki, R. Ward [3]Recognizing sporadic document framework authorizations in extensive, multi-client 

frameworks is trying due to the complexity of increasing basic comprehension from vast volumes of consent data. In 

this paper a novel strategy for displaying document framework consents which can be utilized by affiliation lead 

mining strategies to distinguish sporadic authorizations is exhibited. This outcomes in the making of question driven 

model as a result. The outcomes show that the procedure can accurately distinguish anomalies with a normal 

exactness rate of 91%, limiting the dependence on master learning. Trials are additionally performed on engineered 

registry structures which exhibit a precision rate of 95% when the quantity of unpredictable consents constitutes 1% 

of the aggregate number. This is a huge commitment as it makes the likelihood of recognizing vulnerabilities 

without earlier learning of how to record frameworks authorizations are executed inside an index structure. 

Henning-Thurau[4]The subsequent examination proposes that customers' want for social association, want for 

financial motivating forces, their anxiety for different shoppers, and the possibility to improve their own particular 

self-esteem are the essential components prompting eWOM conduct. Further, eWOM suppliers can be assembled in 

light of what spurs their conduct, proposing that organizations may need to create distinctive methodologies for 

empowering eWOM conduct among their clients. 

J. Bus. Res. Money [5] This similar investigation looks at whether clients in Japan and the US who utilize referrals 

to discover business-to-business administrations (e.g., managing an account, publicizing and protection) will 

probably stay faithful to their specialist co-ops. The impacts of national culture (Japanese or American) and relative 
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area (remote or household) are foreseen and investigated. Relapse examination comes about show that organizations 

who utilized referrals to source their specialist co-ops exchanged not as much as the individuals who did not. 

Besides, organizations working in remote conditions (Japanese organizations in the US and American firms in 

Japan) exchanged more than those working in household situations. Different culturally diverse and worldwide 

outcomes are exhibited and talked about. 

 

III. OUTLINE OF PROPOSED WORK 

In the proposed system we have a tendency to propose ACG-related spinoff product to research the attributes in 

buying. Then, we have a tendency to find and modify the crucial attributes of eWOM‟s communication motivations 

which may have an effect on consumers‟ attitudinal acceptance and buy intention on social network sites. Moreover, 

we have a tendency to study client acceptance for the emptor of ACG-related spinoff product, and develop its potent 

factors. 

The market of ACG-related trade is very profit-making and promising; but, the connected analysis is somehow 

deficient to grasp this trade a lot of deeply. The results of this may be used as a reference for enterprises within the 

trade of ACG-related spinoff product to assist the enterprises to enhance client acceptance and so increase total 

profits. 

The general applied math ways typically calculate solely the distribution of the surface of knowledge whereas the 

choice tree data processing ways will analyze the potential association rules between the attributes from the info. 

Moreover, by testing the connected attributes‟ values in keeping with those association rules, the category prediction 

of the unknown information samples may be any no heritable. We have a tendency to perform ID3 call data 

processing algorithmic rule to cypher the hidden association rules between the essential attributes of eWOM on 

social network sites and also the client acceptance for the vendee of ACG by-product product.  

 

 
Fig.1. System block diagram of proposed system. 
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3.1. Decision Tree Analysis 

Since different attributes usually have different measure scales, we should normalize the original data collected from 

questionnaires (such as transforming the patterns of original data and properly quantifying it) in order to carry out 

decision tree data mining analysis successfully. 

Based on the Likert five-point scale, the score of each non-numerical attribute was computed by averaging the 

scores of related questions. Then, we would normalized the scores as three kinds of values: „„low”, „„middle”, and 

„„high”, with „„low” denoting „„not important” and „„high” denoting „„very important”. Moreover, the values of 

numerical attributes should be classified into proper number of clusters according to the distribution of values. 

Then, the influential factors of the positive eWOM and some basic demographic variables were taken 

simultaneously as the Critical Attributes. Moreover, the three influential factors of consumer acceptance („„Purchase 

intention”, „„Public praise and recommendation intention”, and „„Cross purchase intention”) were set as the Target 

Attributes, which would be used to construct three decision trees. Eventually, we executed ID3 data mining 

algorithm to analyse the association rules between the Critical Attributes and each of the three Target Attributes 

respectively. Thus, three decision trees would be constructed, and the association rules should be schematically 

illustrated in the resulted decision trees. A path from the root node to a leaf node in each decision tree formed an 

association rule of „„if-then” between all internal nodes (chosen Critical Attributes) and the leaf node (a Target 

Attribute). 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Methods of Data Collection 

In the proposed system social site‟s dataset is used.In the proposed system, we adopted the most commonly used 

Cronbach‟s a reliability coefficient to measure the reliability. 

 

4.2 Methods of Data Analysis  

In the proposed system, we evaluate the positive eWOM through four influential factors, which illustrate the 

communication motivations of ACG consumers on social network sites. Moreover, we evaluate the consumer 

acceptance through three major indicators of ACG customer‟s behavior. Online questionnaires are used to collect 

the data from ACG consumers. 

The Critical Attributes include the four influential factors of the positive eWOM (i.e., „„Involvement of ACG 

derivative product”, „„Self-enhancement”, „„Care for other consumers”, and „„Take pleasure in communication”) and 

basic demographic variables of ACG consumers (gender, age, education level, occupation, monthly income, and 

average amount of money spent on ACG derivative product per month), while the Target Attributes are the three 

major indicators of ACG consumers‟ acceptance (i.e., „„Purchase intention”, „„Public praise and recommendation 

intention”, and „„Cross purchase intention”). The decision tree data mining algorithm, ID3, is employed for analysis 

to compute the association rules of „„if-then” pattern between the Critical Attributes and the Target Attribute, which 

will identify the impact of the key influencing factors of positive eWOM on the consumer acceptance as well as the 

hidden co-relational rules. 

 

4.3 Decision Tree Algorithm 

Decision tree builds classification or regression models in the form of a tree structure. It breaks down a dataset into 

smaller and smaller subsets while at the same time an associated decision tree is incrementally developed. The final 

result is a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes. A decision node has two or more branches. Leaf nod represents a 

classification or decision. The topmost decision node in a tree which corresponds to the best predictor called root 

node. Decision trees can handle both categorical and numerical data.  

The core algorithm for building decision trees called ID3 by J. R. Quinlan which employs a top-down, greedy search 

through the space of possible branches with no backtracking. ID3 uses Entropy and Information Gain to construct a 

decision tree. 

 

ID3 Algorithm  

ID3 (Examples, Target_Attribute, Attributes) 

Create a root node for the tree 

If all examples are positive then, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = +. 

If all examples are negative then, Return the single-node tree Root, with label = -. 

If number of predicting attributes is empty then, Return the single node tree Root,with label = most common value 

of the target attribute in the examples. 

Otherwise Begin 
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A ← The Attribute that best classifies examples. 

Decision Tree attribute for Root = A. 

For each possible value, vi, of A, 

Add a new tree branch below Root, corresponding to the test A = vi. 

Let Examples(vi) be the subset of examples that have the value vi for A 

If Examples(vi) is empty 

Then below this new branch add a leaf node with label = most common target value in the examples 

Else below this new branch add the subtree ID3 (Examples(vi), Target_Attribute, Attributes – {A}) 

End 

Return Root 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

5.1. Experimental Setup 

To evaluate the performance of this system compared their performance with existing algorithms. Experiments were 

performed on a standalone machine with an Intel Core 3 processor running Windows 7 or Windows 8 and 1 GB of 

free RAM. To measure the performance of this system we have taken sample dataset which contains current various 

reviews data.  

 

5.2. Result analysis 

Here system extracts features with the respect to the keyword given as a search query. For each query it finds related 

events with their respective TF-IDF score which is nothing but “Term Frequency in Document Frequency”. And 

later it calculates score for all five categories enlisted.  

 

 
Fig 2. Accuracy of feature extraction 

 
Fig 3. Graph of all features for each category 
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This graph shows score for all five categories that is positive, negative, neutral, strong positive and strong negative 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system took simultaneously the influential factors of the positive eWOM and some basic demographic 

variables as the Critical Attributes, and used each of the three influential factors of consumer acceptance as Target 

Attributes to construct decision tree individually. By performing the analysis of decision tree data mining to examine 

all influential factors of the positive eWOM, we found that „„Involvement of ACG derivative product” (the degree of 

perception of the ACG product or the real purchasing experience) and „„Take pleasure in communication” (the 

degree of taking pleasure in sharing ACG-related information with others) have a significant correlation with 

consumer acceptance. 

It can help the business decision-making in CRM and marketing of the industry of ACG related derivative product. 

We found that the degree of perception of ACG product and the degree of taking pleasure in sharing ACG-related 

information with others have a significant correlation with consumer acceptance. 
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